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Not many people know this, but the Book Elves used to be in advertising. They were the ones 
responsible for the American Beet Board’s short-lived 1980s promotional campaign, “Where’s 
the Beets?’, almost sank the ethanol-fuel industry with their “Put Some Fiber in Your Tank” 
slogan, and  finally left the business after failing to persuade Coca-Cola that “Even Newer Coke” 
would be a good idea. 

But before they attempted a comeback by re-branding Campbell’s classic Alphabet Soup as 
“Noodles for Nerds”, they finished out latest catalog, “Oh, Those Wacky Wacky Weird & 
Wonderful Victorian Trade Cards”, which we hope you enjoy.



1. What better place to start than with an oddly disturbing 
example of anthropomorphism, featuring an eagle with 
some sort of hip dysplasia? I wasn’t aware eagle had hips. 
 
Measures 4.75”x3”.  [47046]   $20



2. Wildly mixing historical eras was a favorite 
theme of Victorian trade cards,  so the 
appearance of cameras in 18th century 
France seems almost, well, normal. 

 Measures 2.75”x4”.  [49116]   $10



3.  I honestly cannot figure out if the kid is 
absurdly tall or the fence is absurdly short. I 
suppose either is possible in the land where 
tree branches bend and re-bend at perfect 
right angles. 

Measures 5.5”x3.5”.  [49117]   $12



4.  So many questions- did the sailors sail all the way to the Arctic from San Francisco to deliver the hams to the 
polar bears? Did Merry, Faull & Co. pack hams expressly for polar bears? And not to put too fine a point on it, but- 
um, where exactly are the sailors?? 

Measures 5.5”x3”.  [46474]   $150



5.  Yeah, you know, I dunno. Advertising  a 
millinery store with a picture of somebody 
with a sack on their head, dressed as a 
pumpkin, doesn’t seem like the best branding 
to me, but then again I never sold hats to 
Victorian ladies.  

Measures 3”x5”.  [48955]   $15



6.  Do not adjust your screen, the color will 
return to your torso shortly… 

Measures 4”x2.5”.  [49540]   $10



7.  As God is my witness, I have no idea what 
they were thinking. 

Measures 3.75”x2.75”.  [49541]   $20



8.  It is a little-known fact that Victorian 
children regularly danced and screamed for 
their medicine. Of course, a lot of it was 40% 
alcohol. 

Measures 3.25”x4.75”.  [43332]   $35



9.  Early bicycles were called ‘bone shakers’ and riders often sustained serious injuries. That is 
no wonder when you consider that Victorians attempted to shop while riding them.  

Measures 4.5”x3”.  [47705]   $15



10.  Again, not my idea of the ideal way to move your product, but I guess 
Victorian chocolate lovers were, um, “different”. 

Measures 4”x2.5”.  [49542]   $20



11.  Well, there you go, flour and croquet.  
I didn’t know flour played croquet, but 
apparently it was a champion. I just keep 
learning new things. It really is a blessing. 

Measures 3”x4.25”.  [49385]   $15



12.  Here’s one of those images where it’s 
going to take a while to pick which details are 
the most disturbing. 

Measures 3”x4.5”.  [47708]   $15



13.  When they weren’t on hallucinogens and 
drawing smoking ostriches, Victorian card 
designers were a clever bunch. 

Measures 7”x5”.  [49486]   $150



14. Having dropped off the hams for the polar 
bears, the ship’s crew then evidently went and 
scrubbed them some whales.   

Measures 3.25”x5.5”.  [47701]   $20



15.  It's the kid’s expression. The Victorian 
version of “Sometimes you’re the windshield, 
sometimes you’re the bug”. 

Measures 3”x4.5”.  [49505]   $15



16.  And again, I don’t know exactly what they were ingesting, 
but it was evidently pretty powerful. 

Measures 4.5”x2.75”.  [49478]   $15



17.  Baseball was becoming all the rage in late Victorian times, 
and kids were always a good way to sell things… and anyways, 
this way the publisher of the cards didn’t have to pay the players 
royalties for their likenesses. Sigh. I’m so cynical. 

4 cards. Measure 3”x4.5”.  [48956]   $250



18.  And then sometimes you just throw it all 
to the winds and mix ages and cultures and 
sexes and gravity, and use it to sell… soap.  

Measures 2.75”x4.75”.  [47936]   $15



19.  The Hektograph was quite the invention. 
Heck yeah, it was. 

Measures 4.25”x3”.  [49463]   $25



20. This is where my nightmares come from. 

Measures 3”x4.25”.  [47047]   $20



21. Advertising 101, then and now: if at all possible wrap 
yourself in the flag, or have Uncle Sam sell your stuff. 

Measures 5.5”x3.25”.  [49469]   $20



22. We interrupt the surrealism, debauchery, 
and excess for a tasteful moment regarding 
drapes.  

Measures 3.25”x5”.  [47814]   $15



23. Actually a business card, not a true trade card, but it’s lovely and 
Aesthetic so I threw it in. Any offended audience member may 

complain to the management after the show ends. 

Measures 4.5”x2.75”.  [48506]   $85



24. Now back to the weirdness.  Yeast as 
some sort of Lighthouse of Alexandria, saving 
us from the twin rocks of indigestion and bad 
health. And take a closer look at those rocks, 
especially the one on the left- that's a face… 

Measures 4”x5.5”.  [49476]   $15



25. You know Santa Claus, now meet Santa 
Cross, who dyspeptically hurls your presents 
down the chimney. 

Measures 2.5”x3.5”.  [47839]   $15



26. I included this one because it’s an election year and it’s sort 
of cool to see a stock trade card used by a politician. 

Measures 4.25”x3”.  [46205]   $20



27. A card I included because of the classic Victorian design, and because the Youth’s 
companion was such a big honking deal. The publisher Perry, Mason & Co. is where 
Perry Mason the fictional lawyer got his name from, btw. 

Measures 4.75”x3.25”.  [49465]   $15



28. Victorian manufacturers loved (LOVED!) to clutter up their advertising with 
pictures of medals and medallions they’d been awarded at the many trade 
expositions and exhibitions which were then so popular. Such medals and 

medallions were their form of ‘participation trophy’, but they did manage to take 
your attention away from the fact that so much of the actual product was 

adulterated up the wazoo. 

Measures 4.5”x3”.  [47704]   $20



29. Japonism was all the rage in this era,  and 
provided art directors with yet another 
avenue to direct attention away from the 
miserable taste of the stuff their clients were 
peddling. 

Measures 2.5”x4”.  [45633]   $35



30. And then sometimes they just gave up and went all Fantasy Island on the project. 

Measures 5”x3”.  [49341]   $15



31. The telephone was a new-fangled and 
popular device, so of course it would be used 
to sell cereal. 

Measures 3.5”x6”.  [49386]   $25



32. It was as true then as it is true now- it’s 
not the leap, it's the landing. 

Measures 3”x5”.  [49464]   $35



34.  Measures 4.25”x2.25”.  [49497]   $25

33. I’ll bet you were thinking that cereal was 
the best non-sequitur to telephones the 

advertisers could come up with. Think again, 
foolish mortal! 

Measures 4.25”x2.25”.  [49498]   $25



35. Well, yes- cute ALWAYS sells. Especially 
when cuteness  is die-cut. If seeing this 
doesn’t immediately make you want to go out 
and order a dozen cases, then there's 
something wrong with you. 

Measures 4.5”x6.5”.  [44558]   $25



36.  African-Americans were a 
popular theme for trade cards, 
and were almost never afforded 
any respect. This set was ready 
for imprinting with whatever 
you were selling (Atlantic & 
Pacific Tea did get onto the back 
of one.) 

Measures 3”x4.75”.  [44887]   
$65



37. And finally, Victorian trade cards were so popular that, yes- 
Victorians collected them,. They filled scrapbooks with them, and 

with that sort of market, obviously some wise gentleman would see 
a market for selling them directly to the public, without the need to 

buy any of the annoying actual products they were advertising. 
Pure genius. 

Measures 3”x5”.  [49475]   $25



That’s All, 
Folks!


